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Mainstream II
Business Intelligence for Sage 200
Reporting On The Move
Mainstream is provided with a complete suite of
10 reports, addressing the most common
business needs. Not only can these reports be run
on workplace computers, the full range of reports
can also be run on your mobile devices. So no
matter where your users are, they can access
Sage reporting quickly and easily.

Custom Reports Tailored To Your Business

Clean, Intuitive Dashboards

Mainstream II is built on a series of user-friendly
intuitive dashboards that you simply access
through a web browser. These reports are
designed to make it easy for you to quickly get an
overview of your business. Colour coding is used
to highlight issues that may warrant your attention
and items can be clicked on to instantly drill down
to more detailed information, without the need to
run a separate report.

Should your organisation require any non-standard
reports, we offer a full customisation service to
provide you with the Mainstream reports that suit
your requirements. We can develop any report you
want based on Sage or other SQL data. Bespoke
reports are well-designed and developed quickly,
to a simple fixed cost, so you can have what you
want when you want it, without a big price tag..

All information is drawn instantaneously from your
Sage database, so there are no overnight updates,
just real time information made simple.

A Compelling Business Case

Unlike the built-in Sage 200 BI Module,
Mainstream II requires no user licenses. You can
allow any number of authorised users within your
organisation to access Mainstream II reports for
no extra cost whatsoever. In addition:
Users only need a web browser to view the
reports, reducing the need for technical
support
Users can bookmark any report, along with its
selection criteria, to make it quick and easy to
run again on another occasion
Any Mainstream II report can be exported to
Microsoft Excel with a single click, with all
formatting preserved
Once purchased, there are no annual
maintenance or support costs, your company
will own the product in its entirety
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To find out how Paradise can help
your business, or to arrange a
demonstration, call us today on
01604 655900 or visit our website
www.paradisecomputing.co.uk
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